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Abstract—Optical Code Division Multiple Access 

(OCDMA) has bright future in communication because of 

its faster speed, efficiency, security and unlimited 

bandwidth. To reduce Multiple Access Interface (MAI) 

and Phase Induced Intensity Noise (PIIN) noises there are 

many codes in Spectral Amplitude Coding-Optical Code 

Division Multiple Access (SAC-OCDMA) with codes best 

property i.e., minimum cross-correlation property. But 

Zero Cross Correlation (ZCC) code used in SAC-OCDMA 

with zero cross correlation property is more scalable, 

flexible and enhance the system performance. This paper 

focusing on the study of ZCC code design with code most 

important zero cross-correlation property and analyse its 

performance. The result shows that ZCC code gives bit 

error rate of 2.7 × 10
-20 at distance of 20km for 5 no. of 

users with data rate of 155Mbps. It also shows using the 

ZCC code leads to simplicity in system design, cost 

effective, reduce the MAI and PIIN noises through the 

zero cross correlation property. The simulation result 

analysed in optisystem 7.0. 
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I. INTRODUCTION

The future demand of telecommunication services 

is moving forward day by day not to just more faster 

and efficient but also to high security and optical 

network is an efficient solution for many services due to 

its unlimited bandwidth capacity [1]–[3]. Optical Code 

Division Multiple Access (OCDMA) is a multiplexing 

technique of the future telecommunication as it have 

abilities to allow asynchronous access, high bandwidth, 

flexibility, cost effective and security with great 

advantages in local area networks and Passive Optical 

Networks (PON) [4], [5]. In OCDMA system one 

unique sequence assigned for each user is called 

codeword. The bit ‘1’ represent light pulse is present 

during that interval and bit is ‘0’ representing no light 

pulse. In OCDMA, Multiple Access Interface (MAI) 

noise causes reduction in the signal-to noise ratio of the 

overall system. MAI is the interference that generate 

due to simultaneously users’ transmission [6]. Many 

coding techniques are used in OCDMA to reduce MAI 

but spectral amplitude coding (SAC) is most effective 

because of assigning unique code to individual user [7]. 

SAC technique which is operated on bit rate, is a cost 

effective technique for end users [8]. Spectral 

Amplitude Coding-Optical Code Division Multiple 

Access (SAC-OCDMA) systems use cheap incoherent 

Light Emitting Diodes (LED) sources for SAC 

encoding. But also affected by Phase Induced Intensity 

Noise (PIIN) .PIIN noise largely limits the performance 

of SAC OCDMA systems. Different methods used to 

reduce the PIIN in SAC-OCDMA system [9], [10]. 

PIIN is arises due to the incoherent light mixing and 

incident on a photo-detector. It mainly causes because 

of mixing of two uncorrelated light fields with same 

polarization, small self-intensity noise, same spectrum 

and intensity [11], [12]. 

Low cross-correlation values reduce the MAI and 

PIIN effectively; hence increase the SAC-OCDMA 

system performance. Thus designing of code with 

cross-correlation is the important property with 

detection scheme and sender-receiver structure in 

OCDMA [13]. Thus ZCC code is designed to have high 

auto-correlation and zero cross-correlation properties. 

Thus it is designed with flexibility to complete the 

demand of multiple users with advantage of simple, 

efficient code design and simple system design [14]. 

In this paper, ZCC code design is studied. The 

performance of ZCC code in SAC-OCDMA is 

determined. The BER rate for ZCC code is determined 

with simulation for 5 no. of users in optisystem 7.0 at 

bit rate of 155 Mbps [14], [15]. 

II. ZERO CROSS CORRELATION CODE DESIGN

ZCC code is designed in matrix K × L means in K 

rows and L columns. [14], [15]. 

Where  

K = no of users 

and L = minimum code length 

In ZCC code binary coefficients i.e., 0 and 1 are 

used. 

The general form of ZCC code is given by [14], [15]. 

  (1) 

Where  

[A]—represent the replication of marix w -1 

[B]—represent the Matrix (w × 2w), diagonal 

matrix of ones with alternate of zeros matrix (w × 1) in 

between. 
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[C]–represent the (1 × w (w -1) Matrix of zero. 

[D]–represent the (1 × [0 1]) matrix replication for 

w times. 

w = weight of the matrix. 

i = integer {1,2,3… }[15]. 

The basic ZCC code is designed for weight, w = 1 

given as [15] 

  (2) 

Here the no of users are 2 and minimum code 

length is also 2.After transforming the code from 

weight = 1 to weight = 2, the matrix is given as [15] 

  (3) 

Here the no. of users are 3 and minimum code 

length is 6. 

Thus the relation between no of users and 

minimum code length is given by [14] 

No of users = K = w + 1 

Minimum code length = L = w (w + 1) 

The no. of users can be increased without changing 

the weight by a technique called as mapping. The 

general form of mapping code is written as [14], [15] 

  (4) 

For weight = 1, mapping code is  

  (5) 

Where  from equation (2)  

Here the no of users are 4 and minimum code 

length is 4 for weight = 1.Similarly for Z3 ,, Z4 and so on. 

Thus the relationship between no of users and minimum 

code length for mapping technique is given by [14],[15]  

No of users = Km = 2m (K) 

And code length = Lm = 2m (L) 

For incoherent light source means for LED, the 

broadband spectrum is divided into different 

wavelengths. These wavelengths divided with spacing 

of 0.8nm and assigned to each user [15].  

TABLE I [15] WAVELENGTH ASSIGNMENT FOR ZCC CODE FOR W = 1

1 2

Wavelength 1478.8 1479.6 

User1 1 0 

User2 0 1 

Thus it is easier and flexible to assign wavelengths 

to the number of users. Adding new user (code) to the 

existing code wavelength will not disturb the other 

users [15]. 

III. SYSTEM PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

A. Code Performance Analysis 

Let Cm and Cn are two ZCC code sequences with 

weight w. 

ZCC code means zero cross-correlation. So ZCC 

code has correlation property [14], [15]. 

Means 

 (6) 

Where K = number of user. 

Autocorrelation means the comparison with same 

code and cross-correlation means comparison with 

another code. Thus for w = 2 autocorrelation is 2 in the 

condition of m = n and cross-correlation in 0 in 

condition of m  n [14], [15] . 

The signal to noise ratio is for SAC-OCDMA 

system is given as [15] 

  (7) 

Where R = Responstivity 

P = Effective power of broadband source at 

receiver

w = Weight of ZCC code 

L = ZCC code length 

e = Electronic charge 

B = Receiver electrical bandwidth 

K = Boltzmann’s constant 

T = Absolute temperature in degrees 

Rl = Receiver load resistance 

Thus Bit Error Rate (BER) is given as [15] 

 (8) 

TABLE II [14], [15] PARAMETERS USED

S. No. Parameters Values 

1 Low Pass Bessel Filter cut off frequency 0.75 * Bit rate 

2 Reference wavelength 1550 nm 

3 Data bit rate 155 Mbps 

4 Receiver load register 1030 

5 Receiver noise temperature 300 K 

6 Line–width broadband source 3.75 THz 

7 Attenuation  0.2dB/km 

8 Dispersion  16.75ps/nm-km 

9 Dark current 10nA 

10 Respostivity 1 A/W 

B. Simulation Setup Analysis 

The block diagram for SAC-OCDMA system 

implementing ZCC code is shown in Fig. 1. At the 

transmitter side LED is used as broadband light source.  
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Fig. 1  Block Diagram of ZCC Code System [14]–[18] 

LED broadband spectrum divided into 20 wavelengths 

with WDM Demultplexer with chip spacing 0.8 nm. For 

each code’s wavelength power is combined by Power 

combiner. The wavelengths used in range 1478.8 nm 

and 1494 nm, with 0.8 nm wavelength spacing. Pseudo 

Random Bit Sequence (PRBS) generate data at bit rate 

of 155 Mbps. The NRZ signal generator used to convert 

logical data into electrical signal from PRBS. For 

modulation Mach Zehnder Modulator is used. Then it 

passes through optical fiber of length 20km. At the 

receiver side power splitter for splitting the power in 

WDM Mux is used. PIN is used for converting optical 

signal to electrical then passes through low pass filter 

.The large opening in eye diagram shows the immunity 

to noise. [14]–[17]. 3R regenerator is used for 

regeneration of electrical signal. The received signal 

finally passes through Eye diagram analyzer to take the 

plot of Eye pattern at the receiver end and also gives the 

value of Q factor, minimum BER for different number 

of transmitting users [18]. 

The wavelengths for the 4 users are shown in  

Table III and similarly it can be extends for 5 users. 

TABLE III [14]–[15] WAVELENGTH ASSIGNMENT FOR ZCC CODE FOR W = 3

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Wavelengths 1478.8 1479.6 1480.4 1481.2 1482 1482.8 1483.6 1484.4 1485.2 1486 1486.8 1487.6 

User1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 

User2 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 

User3 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 

User4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 

IV. OBSERVATIONS

The performance of ZCC code is simulated in 

optisystem 7.0. In this simulation significant effects  

i.e., attenuation (0.25 dB/km) and the dispersion  

(18 ps/(nm. km) are considered .Eye diagram analyzer 

is used to measure both eye diagram and BER values of 

ZCC code in SAC-OCDMA. BER gives the error rate 

i.e. number of errors occurred in data link. Thus it 

indicate the operational performance of system. Also 

10-9 BER is basic requirement for most light wave for 

error free communication system. Fig. 2 show eye 

diagrams taken for transmitting user 1 with single mode 

fiber length of 20 km at 155Mbps bit rate. It can be seen 

from Fig. 2 that SAC-OCDMA with ZCC code has 2.7 × 

10-20 bit error rate. This low value of BER shows that 

ZCC code has better performance at wavelengths from 

1478.8 nm to 1494 nm with spectral spacing 0.8 nm. 

Also the larger height of the eye opening at the specified 

time shows the immunity to noise and better system 

performance. Thus Eye diagram and BER values shows 

the better operational performance at 155mbps bit rate. 
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The low value of BER i.e., 2.7 × 10-20 gives the 

measurement of high quality of received signal. 

Fig. 2  Performance of ZCC Code in Eye Diagram Analyzer 

The BER less than 10-9 can also be obtained with 

high data rate (greater than 155 Mbps) and for users 

greater than 5 [14]-[20]. 

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper the performance of ZCC code in  

SAC-OCDMA has been analysed. Code properties in 

code design is an important factor which enhance the 

performance of SAC-OCDMA system. The main 

property of code design is minimum cross-correlation. 

Thus choice of employing ZCC code increases the 

system performance with simple code construction and 

code’s best property i.e., zero cross-correlation. It have 

several advantages like scability, flexibility, simple, can 

handle large no. of users with mapping method for a 

particular weight and immune to MAI and PIIN noises. 

The analysis of ZCC code proves that it is very flexible 

to add users in SAC-OCDMA system. The large eye 

opening shows its immunity to noises and BER values 

determined that at 155 Mbps system, high quality of 

received data with bit error rate of 2.7 × 10-20 for 20km 

distance is obtained. 
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